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Appendix A: Results on Object Detection
We first introduce the dataset that we carried out experiments on: The PASCAL VOC dataset consists of 9, 963
natural images from 20 different classes. Our model was
trained on the PASCAL VOC 2007 trainval sets which contained 5, 011 images, and was evaluated on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 test set including 4, 952 images. We utilized
the mean average precision (mAP) as the evaluation metric.
In our experiments, the two-stage detection framework Fast
R-CNN [6] and Faster R-CNN [12] were applied with the
AlexNet [9] and ResNet50 [8] as the backbone networks,
which were pretrained on ImageNet with unlabeled data using our ISL method and then finetuned on PASCAL VOC
2007 for object detection.
We compare our method with the state-of-the-art
unsupervised features including the clustering method
DeepCluster[2], the instance specificity analysis methods Instance [13], MoCo-v1 [7] and MoCo-v2 [4] and the
neighborhood discovery methods LA [14]. Table 1 shows
the experimental results. We first trained the backbone by
the listed unsupervised feature learning methods, and then
loaded the weights as the pretrained model for finetuning
the detection model on PASCAL VOC 2007. We also provide the performance of supervised pretraining for reference. Our ISL significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
neighborhood discovery method LA by a large margin, and
is even comparable with the supervised methods when applying AlexNet as the backbone.
MoCo-v1 [7] validated that building large and consistent dictionary on-the-fly by momentum contrast enabled
effective and efficient largescale contrastive learning, and
SimCLR [3] verified that more data augmentation and an
extra MLP head improved contrastive learning significantly. As a result, we combined our method with MoCo-v2
[4] which integrated techniques in MoCo-v1 and SimCLR
to further enhance our ISL. We obtained the accuracy of
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Table 1. Mean average precision (%) on PASCAL VOC 2007,
where the architectures of AlexNet and ResNet50 were used as
the backbone. Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN were applied as the
detection framework.
Method
Supervised
DeepCluster
Instance
LA
ISL
MoCo-v1
MoCo-v2
MoCo-v2+ISL

AlexNet-Fast
56.8
55.4
48.1
−
56.6
−
−
−

AlexNet-Faster
54.3
−
53.1
53.5
54.2
−
−
−

ResNet50-Faster
74.6
−
65.4
69.1
70.0
74.9
76.3
77.6

MoCo-v2 by rerunning the code from the officially released
code. Since our ISL provides informative supervision for
contrastive learning which is obtained by neighborhood discovery based on geodesic distance of feature manifold, we
further strengthen the feature discriminality when pretraining the detection model with our ISL on ImageNet. The pretrained features acquired by the integrated method MoCov2+ISL leads to significantly higher mAP on object detection compared with the supervisedly pretrained features,
which demonstrates that the unsupervised feature learning
methods is more effective to transfer the knowledge from
ImageNet to PASCAL VOC 2007.

Appendix B: Results on Transfer Learning
In order to show the performance of our ISL on transfer learning, we conducted experiments to evaluate the features pretrained on ImageNet with different unsupervised
learning methods. We employed the ResNet50 architectures for evaluation, and applied the CIFAR-10, CIFAR100, Aircraft [10], Flowers [11], Food [1] and Caltech101
[5] datasets. Table 2 shows the conv5 feature accuracy of
linear evaluation. MoCo-v2+ISL clearly outperforms the
vanilla MoCo-v2 on all list datasets, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of feature manifold mining in unsupervised
learning.

Table 2. Classification accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Aircraft, Flowers, Food and Caltech101 datasets, where the ResNet50
architecture was used as the backbone.
Method
MoCo-v2
MoCo-v2+ISL

Warplane

CIFAR-100
69.9
71.0

Bold Eagle

Query

Containership

CIFAR-10
89.8
90.5

Query

Food
68.5
68.9

Caltech101
90.3
92.1

Bold Eagle

Bold Eagle
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88.2
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48.4
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Figure 1. Examples of positive sample mining via LA (top row) and our ISL (bottom row) in different rounds during training. The images
in green boxes represent the positives mined correctly and those in red boxes mean the images from other classes. We also offer the names
of classes for anchors and the mistakenly mined positive samples below the images.

Appendix C: Visualization of Positive Sample
Mining
Figure 1 illustrates several examples of positive sample
mining via LA and the proposed ISL in different rounds during training. For each anchor, images in the top and bottom
row depict the mined positives via LA and ISL respectively. The green box stands for the instances that share the
same label with the anchor while the red box means that the
samples are in different classes with the anchor. We also
offer the names of classes for anchors and the mistakenly
mined positive samples below the images. The mined positive samples become more accurate with the increase of
the rounds during training. However, LA regards instances
with similar appearance including colors and shapes as positive samples and fails to distinguish the fine-grained difference among various classes. On the contrary, our ISL
mines the feature manifold to assign similarity among in-

stances according to the geodesic distance and successfully
finds the semantically similar samples even with different
appearance.
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